
  

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Families,  

‘Get-To-Know-You’ Meetings 

This week we held our annual ‘Get-to-Know-You’ meetings and we would like to thank families 

for making the time to have these valuable conversations that help set up a successful year 

together for our students.  

I would also like to acknowledge and thank staff for their commitment to making 20+ phone calls throughout the 

evening after a full day of teaching. That’s a lot of talking in one day! 

If you missed the opportunity this week to share a conversation with your child’s teacher and would like to make 

a time, please contact the office and we will assist you.  

Update On Covid Safe Measures 

RATS 

It was announced yesterday that the twice weekly Rapid Antigen Testing program will continue until the end of 

term. As children are now back involved with many of their after school activities the possibility of transmission is 

increased and we appreciate the support of our families with the ongoing testing. We anticipate our next delivery 

of RAT packs will be some time next week and we will once again have them available for families before and 

after school at the basketball court.  

MASKS 

Masks are still required for students in Years 3-6. Although it was announced that schools would be supplied with 

masks for children, we have yet to receive our delivery from the Department and have almost handed out the 300 

masks we purchased as a ‘back up’.  

We ask families if possible to please send students in Year 3-6 to school with their own masks to decrease the 

demand on the school whilst we wait for our delivery.  

AIR PURIFIERS 

Schools will receive additional air purifiers in the coming months so that when the cooler months arrive and it is 

too cold to keep windows open, all learning spaces in the school will have improved air ventilation.  

Our Preps Have Been Amazing! 

I was visiting the prep classes this morning, and it is hard to believe they have only been at school for a couple of 

weeks. We are certainly noticing that many of them are often tired at the end of the day, however the way they 

have settled into the school routine, particularly given the disrupted year of kinder many of them experienced last 

year, is remarkable. Well done preps!  

This calm routine is evident across the school as well. It seems that most students, (and certainly all teachers!) 

are very happy to be back at school and engaging in our learning in the classrooms together. It’s been a great 

start to the year. 
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Message from the Principal…continued 

District Swimming 

Today our school swimming 

team will be heading off to the 

Victoria University Pool in 

Footscray to participate in our 

District Swimming event. The 

team have attended swimming 

trials and practice sessions 

before school over the past two 

weeks and are ready to go 

today! Best of luck to our team! 

 

(I asked them for their best swim moves      ) 

Jackie Green 

Principal 

Curriculum Update – Term 1 Week 5 

 Continuous 
reporting 

Prep 

Reading  WALT : 
understand the difference between a letter and a word -look at the first letter 

 

Writing  pencil grip/ random letters/ letter formations/ listening to and recording sounds in 
words/ finger spaces /full stops 

 

Spelling It is in the big tin.  

Maths  Number & Algebra Whole Number  

SWPB* / 
Respectful 
Relationships  

Emotional Literacy: What do emotions look like? 
SWPBS - Learning Spaces 
 

 

Grade 1 / 2   

Reading Mentor text: Corduroy (1 week) 

Solving words (introducing the decoding strategies) 

*use word parts to solve multi-syllabic words 

*solve words rapidly while processing continuous text and with minimum overt self-
correction  

*recognise 1, 2 and 3 syllable words with pictorial support 

 

Writing Recount: I know what I did this summer (3 weeks) 

GENRE 
*understand that a memoir is a biographical text in which a writer reflects on a 
memorable experience, time, place or person 
*understand that a factual text may use techniques (interesting words, description, 
illustrations) to engage and entertain readers as it gives than factual information  
*select a meaningful topic 
*usually write in first person  
*describe the setting and how it relates to the author’s experiences 
*use words that show the passage of time 
*tell details about the important events in the story 
*write in a way that shows the significance of the story 
*describe characters by what they do, say and think and by what others think about 
them 

 

Spelling Oxford Spelling  

Grade 1: 
100 words 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Gxf82ht7Jj-ksPPfZq4590V4WdoEFx6/view?usp=sharing


Grade 2: 
200 words 

Maths Addition & Subtraction 
(2 weeks) 

Explore the connection between addition and subtraction (VCMNA106) 

Solve simple addition and subtraction problems using a range of efficient mental and 
written strategies (VCMNA107) 

 

SWPB* / 
Respectful 
Relationships 

ELearning   

Grade 3 / 4           

Reading This week students will continue to analyse persuasive texts identifying types of 
persuasive devices including emotive and modal language,  rhetorical questions and 
connective words and phrases. 
They will also continue to increase their stamina during Independent Reading time 
and set Reading Goals with their teachers to improve their reading skills. 

 
 

Writing Writing a persuasive text 

Students begin planning their own persuasive texts, following the writing cycle. We 
will revise a stage of the writing cycle each day  in a mini lesson (Generating, 
Planning, Composing, Refining, Producing), and then students will work 
independently on their persuasive piece. 

 

Spelling ‘ge’ as in cage  

Maths Topic: Subtraction  
Explore the vocabulary of subtraction. 

Choose appropriate strategies for calculations involving subtraction with and 
without the use of digital technology, and estimate answers accurately enough 
for the context.  

 

SWPB* / 
Respectful 
Relationships 

   Playground  
 

Grade 5 / 6           

Reading Mentor text: Ziba came on a boat 

• search for information in a variety of narrative stories eg: story within a story, 
flash back, flash forward, time-lapse, circular narrative, multiple or parallel plots 

• discuss the authors’ purpose in selecting a particular genre, topic, subject or 
type of narrative structure 

• evaluate the quality of illustrations or graphics and share opinions 

 

Writing  Speech writing 

• Speech structure 

• Persuasive language 

• Leadership speeches 

 

Spelling  ‘ou’ as in young  

Maths Number and Algebra: Addition & Subtraction 
-Solving/recording/justifying responses to problems involving whole numbers, 
including multi step  problems- 
-Selecting and applying appropriate mental and written strategies 
-Reflecting on chosen methods of solution for a problem 

  

SWPB* / 
Respectful 
Relationships 

Analyse and recognise our personal strengths and those of our peers 
 

* School Wide Positive Behaviour 

 
 

Emma Vasilevski 

Assistant Principal  

  



What’s Happening in Our Classrooms 

Prep – Cursive Writing 

This week the preps have been learning to write their names in Victorian Modern Cursive, ensuring they have a 
capital letter at the start of their name. The preps had to count how many letters were in their name, and create a 
rocket. Keep up the great work preppies. 

Bridget Sherrin 
Prep S Classroom Teacher 
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Years 1 & 2 – Maths 

The 1/2s have been exploring addition and subtraction in our maths lessons this week. We are using materials, 
pictures and numbers to show our calculations. We are challenging ourselves to find out how addition and 
subtraction are related, for example, 16+4=20 and 20-16=4. In the photos below, you will also see that we have 
been exploring ‘friends of 10’ using a rainbow. This has been a fun way to learn all the pairs of numbers that 
make 10.  

We love maths! 

Rebecca Howard 
1/2H Classroom Teacher 

    
 

    

 
  



Years 3 & 4 – ‘What are Rhetorical Questions?’ 

During Reading this week the students in Grade 3/4 have been busily analysing the persuasive devices used in a 
variety of Mentor Texts and articles. Today the students were looking for rhetorical questions in two different 
texts. Before the students started to explore the texts, we posed a question: What are rhetorical questions? Flynn 
explained that a rhetorical question is ‘a question you ask when you don’t really want an answer.’ Olivia added 
that when you ask a rhetorical question ‘the answer is obvious.’ 

Tracey Kelly 
3/4K Classroom Teacher 

   

 

Years 5 & 6 – Leadership 

On Wednesday, as many of you would know, the Spotty teachers 
had the pleasure of acquainting themselves with some parents 
during our Meet-the-Teacher interviews. The senior students, 
jumping at an opportunity to hone their leadership skills, organised 
and ran activity-rotations for the Years 1-4 students throughout 
the afternoon. The activities included reading, sketching, games, 
and gardening, amongst others. This initiative tied in beautifully 
with the 5/6's ‘Leadership’ Unit of Inquiry, and was a valuable and 
enjoyable experience for everyone involved. 

Aaron Turner 
6T Classroom Teacher 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Specialist – PE 

We were very lucky to have Jayden and Jess from the Footscray Hockey 
Club come to school to take all of the grade 1/2 and 3/4 classes for 
hockey lessons. The sessions were fantastic and our students got to 
learn the skills of dribbling, trapping, passing and shooting in a really fun 
and active way. 

The Footscray Hockey Club are running 4 weeks of free ‘Come and Try’ 
sessions beginning next week. If you are interested and didn’t get a flyer 
from your child, please contact myself or Sharon and we can pass one 
on for your child to bring home. 

Chris Lamb 
PE Teacher 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

 

Lost Property 

Please let us know if your child is the owner of any of the following items currently in lost property: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



In Other News…  

Student Awards 

Congratulations to the following students who received an award this week. 

Prep S .........Daniel Slade - for correctly forming our smart spelling word of the week ‘ant’ all in lowercase letters. 

Keep up the great work, Daniel 

Prep V .........Abigail Napier - being an attentive listener who also contributes great ideas during our class 

discussions! A learning superstar! 

1 / 2 C..........Esme Craik - for sharing her amazing ideas during class discussions and also being a caring and 

thoughtful classmate. Well done Esme. 

1 / 2 H..........Victor Moll - for always showing so much enthusiasm for all the lessons and activities we do. You 

are a star, Victor! 

1 / 2 J ..........Jack Lesich - for settling into classroom routines so smoothly, for his willingness to try new things 

and for asking for help when needed!  

1 / 2 P ..........Lorelei Doxey - for showing initiative and independence in her learning tasks all week. Well done! 

3 / 4 B..........Marlow Heselton – by sharing his clever ideas and problem-solving skills with his classmates! 

Excellent effort Marlow! 

3 / 4 K..........Ava Holder - for being a kind, caring, inclusive member of our class who is also developing 
excellent leadership skills. 

3 / 4 M .........Zoe Yasmine - for always approaching learning with enthusiasm and a growth mindset. Keep up 

the great work!  

3 / 4 V ..........Halle Hitch - for applying the power of yet to create a growth mindset and modelling this to her 

peers. Go Halle! 

5 U ..............Flynn Suggett - for showing so much focus when working on a task to complete it to a high 
standard. Keep it up! 

6 M ..............Zillah Linguey - for demonstrating a growth mindset and approaching all tasks and opportunities 
with determination and pride. Outstanding effort, Zillah! 

6 T ...............Charli Barber - by being a positive contributor to our classroom dynamic, and approaching all 
learning tasks with a growth mindset. Thanks Charli! 

 

To: 

Josiah, Miles R, Chloe G, Olivia Ward, Eva, Clem 

Dates To Remember: 

Friday 25th February ............... Grade 5 & 6 Interschool Sport (at Altona North Primary School) 

Monday 28th February ............ Preps start full time 

Tuesday 1st March .................. Sailing Program (Grade 5U) 

  



 

Lunch Orders Are Coming 

Back 

in 2 Weeks!! 
 

We are excited to announce that lunch orders will return to Spotswood 

Primary School on Thursday 3rd March. Our lunch orders are prepared and 

supplied by a local company, The Lunch Box. 

The 2022 menu looks delicious!! We have sent a copy of the menu with this 

newsletter. 

What You Need To Do: 

If you are new to lunch orders at our school, go to 

www.munchmonitor.com and set up an account. 

The School ID is:   spotswoodps 

The Password is:   munch3015 

If you have used Munch Monitor before, log in and assign your child/ren 

to their 2022 classes. 

Once you log in you will be able to see the full menu on your device. You 

can order now for 3rd March if you like, or up until 8.45am on any Thursday 

morning. 

Lunch orders will be weekly at our school from March 3rd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.munchmonitor.com/

